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Role of atomic charge transfer on sintering of TiO 2 nanoparticles:
Variable-charge molecular dynamics
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The stability of surface structure and space-charge distribution in free TiO2 nanoparticles are
investigated for both rutile and anatase phases using a variable-charge interaction potential in which
atomic charges vary dynamically depending on their environment. We find the dynamic charge
transfer: ~i! enhances atomic diffusion at surfaces of the spherical nanoparticles at high
temperatures; and~ii ! creates additional repulsive force between the two nanospheres through
formation of a double-charge surface layer in each nanosphere. The surface diffusion due to the
charge transfer clearly distinguishes the two nanospheres with different underlying crystalline
structures; the surface diffusion constant of the anatase sphere is almost three times as great as that
of the rutile sphere. Variable-charge molecular dynamics simulations are then applied to sintering of
two TiO2 nanospheres. It turns out that the enhanced surface diffusion in the anatase nanosphere at
high temperatures significantly promotes neck formation between the two spheres. ©2000
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~00!08323-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nanophase materials synthesized by consolida
nanometer-sized atomic clusters have attracted much a
tion in the last decade,1 since nanophase materials often e
hibit high strength,1,2 high toughness,1,2 and high catalytic
reactivity1,2 compared to conventional materials, due to t
small size of individual phases. TiO2 is one of the fundamen
tal ceramics with a wide range of applications such
photocatalysts,1–3 capacitors,3 and pigments.3 Those useful
applications stem from its high electric permittivity3 indicat-
ing large degrees of dynamic charge transfer between
atoms. The major phases of TiO2 include the ground-state
rutile3 and the metastable anatase.3 Despite their importance
little is known about the properties of TiO2 nanoparticles and
nanophase TiO2.

TiO2 nanoparticles may be synthesized by seve
methods.1 In the gas-condensation method,1,4,5 metallic Ti
clusters coagulated on a cold surface are exposed to gas
oxygen to form oxidized nanoparticles (TiO22x) with size5

;14 nm; their interior is rutile dominant.5 In contrast, the
sol–gel method1,6,7produces anatase nanoparticles of sma
sizes6,7 ~3–10 nm! with various degrees of aggregation1,6,7

by precisely controlling thepH of the solution or doping

a!Electronic mail: ogata@po.cc.yamaguchi-u.ac.jp
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surfactants. Those anatase nanoparticles sinter at lo
temperatures8,9 ~;900 K! than the sintering temperatur
~;1300 K! of rutile nanoparticles.5 During the sintering of
anatase nanoparticles, an anatase-to-rutile phase transfo
tion8,9 has been found at the grain boundaries. Such
sintering temperatures are desirable for technical applicat
since grain growth is significantly suppressed during
sintering.1 Theoretical investigation of sintering mechanism
of TiO2 nanoparticles will offer valuable information for im
proved processing of nanoparticles.1

We have recently developed a variable-charge in
atomic potential for molecular dynamics~MD! simulations
of TiO2 systems,10 based on the pioneering work of Strei
and Mintmire.11 In the potential, atomic charges vary dy
namically depending on their environment to minimize t
total potential energy.10–12 The calculated pressure
dependent dielectric constants and surface energies of
index planes for the rutile crystal as well as its cohes
energy, elastic moduli, and melting temperature, are in g
agreement with experimental values.10 The potential is also
applicable to anatase; its experimental dielectric consta
cohesive energy, and lattice constants, are reproduce
well.10

In this article, we first analyze the stability of the surfa
structure and space-charge distribution in free anatase
rutile nanoparticles using the variable-charge interaction
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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tential. We find that the dynamic charge transfer enhan
atomic diffusion in surface regions of the spherical nanop
ticles at high temperatures and also creates an additiona
pulsive force between the two nanospheres through for
tion of a double-charge surface layer in each nanosph
The former effect should promote sintering of the nan
spheres, whereas the latter may hinder sintering. To inve
gate their combined effects on sintering of TiO2 nanopar-
ticles, we then perform MD simulations of two nanosphe
at various conditions using the established atomic poten
We show that the degree of diffusivity of surface atoms
nanospheres is a clue to explaining the different sinter
behaviors between the rutile and the anatase nanopartic

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we analy
the properties of free anatase and rutile nanoparticles inc
ing their thermal stability. In Sec. III the space-charge dis
bution in the nanoparticles and its effects on interparti
interaction are analyzed. Section IV is devoted to the M
simulations of two nanoparticles at various conditions
both anatase and rutile phases to investigate the effects o
dynamic charge transfer on their sintering. Concluding
marks are given in Sec. V.

II. PROPERTIES OF FREE NANOPARTICLES

Anatase nanoparticles with size 70–100 Å processe
the sol–gel method6,7 exhibit nearly spherical shapes. Th
observation indicates that the ground-state shape of an
tase nanoparticles in this range of diameter is a sphere.
comparison, we study the ground state of free rutile nano
ticles in the same size range by calculating the total poten
energies of both spherical and faceted nanoparticles. We
out rutile spheres with diameterd560 and 80 Å from a rutile
crystal, with the total number of atomsN510 446 andN
524 870, respectively. The total potential energyEpot of
each nanosphere is minimized with respect to atomic p
tions and atomic charges using the conjugate grad
method. Faceted rutile nanoparticles with nearly the sa
numbers of atoms (N510 164 and 24 102! are also prepared
following the Wulff construction1 using the surface energie
in Ref. 10. We findEpot/N526.609 eV for the nanospher
with d560 Å (N510 446),Epot/N526.601 eV for the fac-
eted nanoparticle withN510 164. TheEpot/N526.615 eV
for the nanosphere withd580 Å (N524 870), Epot/N
526.608 eV for the faceted nanoparticle withN524 102.
Comparison of the energies indicates that the ground-s
shape of a rutile nanoparticle with size 60–80 Å is spheric
In the following paragraphs we consider TiO2 nanospheres
with d560 Å.

We investigate surface stability of the anatase and
rutile nanospheres by performing MD simulations with t
variable-charge potential10 for 18 ps at temperatureT
51400 K. In the simulations we adopt the fast multipo
method13 for calculating Coulomb interactions efficiently
and the Nose´–Hoover thermostats chain14 is used to control
the temperature of the system. The MD time step is 0.37
By calculating mean-square displacements of atoms^uDr u2&,
we find that Ti and O atoms at radiusr .28 Å are diffusing
in both the anatase and the rutile nanospheres, while
loaded 06 Sep 2010 to 133.68.192.96. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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interiors retain crystalline lattice structures. Diffusio
constants15 defined asDr5d^Dr r

2&/(2Dt) for the radial dif-
fusion andDt5d^Dr t

2&/(4Dt) for the tangential diffusion
with respect to Ti and O, are compared in Table I for t
rutile and the anatase nanospheres. In the anatase n
sphere,Dt50.70(0.60)31026 cm2/s for Ti~O! is remarkably
larger than Dr50.35(0.31)31026 cm2/s as well as Dt

50.25(0.20)31026 cm2/s and Dr50.38(0.28)
31026 cm2/s for Ti~O! in the rutile nanosphere. Such hig
tangential diffusion in the anatase nanosphere may be rel
to the experimental observation16 that the anatase-to-rutile
phase transformation begins at the surface of the bulk a
tase if the temperature is kept at;1000 K for hours. Slower
diffusion of Ti and O that we find on the surface of the rut
nanosphere is expected since the melting temperature8,10 of
bulk rutile ~;2200 K! is 1.6 times larger than the prese
temperature~1400 K!.

To understand the effects of the charge transfer
atomic diffusion, we separately perform MD simulation
for 18 ps in which the atomic charges are fixed to th
bulk-crystalline values ~i.e., rigid ion! at the ground
state. For the anatase nanosphere we findDt50.28(0.26)
31026 cm2/s and Dr50.18(0.15)31026 cm2/s for Ti~O!,
as listed in brackets in Table I. For the rutile nanosphe
we find Dt50.20(0.15)31026 cm2/s and Dr50.27(0.21)
31026 cm2/s for Ti~O!. The charge transfer enhances bo
Dt andDr by 90%–150% for the anatase nanospheres. L
enhancement inDt and Dr , 20%–35%, is found for the
rutile nanospheres. When the interatomic distance betwe
Ti and an O in the surface region is greater than the equ
rium value, charge transfer weakens their mutual binding
decreasing the magnitudes of the atomic charges, resultin
enhanced atomic diffusion. The difference in the enhan
ment factors of the diffusion constants between the rutile
the anatase nanospheres stems from their different inte
structures.

III. SPACE-CHARGE DISTRIBUTION IN
NANOPARTICLE AND INTERPARTICLE INTERACTION

Due to the charge transfer between atoms, the sp
charge distribution is expected to be nonuniform in the na
spheres. Figure 1~a! shows the radial distribution of atomi

TABLE I. Diffusion constants of Ti and O in the surface region (r
.28 Å) of rutile and anatase nanospheres (d560 Å) atT51400 K. TheDr

denotes the radial-diffusion constant;Dt , tangential-diffusion constant
Numbers in brackets are corresponding values in the rigid-ion cases.

Anatase

Dr(1026 cm2/s) Dt(1026 cm2/s)

Ti 0.35@0.18# 0.70@0.28#
O 0.31@0.15# 0.60@0.26#

Rutile

Dt(1026 cm2/s) Dt(1026 cm2/s)

Ti 0.38@0.27# 0.25@0.20#
O 0.28@0.21# 0.20@0.15#
e or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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charges in the rutile nanosphere at the ground state, in w
deviations of the charges from the bulk values,dq5^q&
2qbulk , with respect to Ti and O averaged in each rad
shell (Dr 52 Å), are plotted.~The qbulk52.43e for Ti and
qbulk521.215e for O.10! Figure 1~b! shows the correspond
ing data for the anatase nanosphere at the ground state.
for the rutile and the anatase nanospheres, the net char
the surface region (r 528– 30 Å) is positive while it is nega
tive in the adjacent inner region (r 524– 28 Å). This double-
charge layer structure is maintained at an elevated temp
ture T51400 K for both the rutile and the anata
nanospheres, as shown in Fig. 1~c!. TheQbin andNTi

bin in Fig.
1~c! denote the net charge and the number of Ti atoms
each radial shell, respectively.

Angular distributions of the space charges in the ru
and the anatase nanospheres at 1400 K are shown in F
In Fig. 2, atomic charges are averaged in voxels of s
3 Å33 Å33 Å, and the voxel charges in the regio
z5@23 Å,3 Å# normalized by the number of Ti atoms a
projected on thex–y plane after averaging them for 18 p
The horizontal axis in Fig. 2 corresponds to the^100& direc-
tion, the vertical axis to thê010&. Distribution of the space
charges is nearly spherical for both the rutile and the ana
nanospheres.

A similar double-charge-layer structure has been fou
for low-index surfaces of rutile in the calculations by She
ing, Yu, and Halley17 for slab geometry using a tight-bindin
interaction potential. We calculate surface charges by tak
two or three atomic layers in the slab, depending on
surface index, from the vacuum boundary so that the s
chiometry becomes Ti:O51:2. We find that the surface
charges per TiO2 are 0.005e for the ~110! surface, 0.01e for
the ~100!, and 0.01e for the ~001! in their tight-binding cal-

FIG. 1. ~a! Value of dq for Ti and O in each radial shell for the rutile
nanosphere (d560 Å) at the ground state.~b! Same as~a! but for the ana-
tase nanosphere.~c! Net charge normalized by the number of Ti atoms
each radial shell (Dr 52 Å) for rutile and anatase nanospheres
T51400 K.
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culations. Despite differences in geometry, both the sph
and the slab systems form similar double-charge-layer st
tures.

Formation of the double-charge layer lowers the spa
charge potential at the interiors. AtT51400 K, the net
charge of the surface region (r .28 Å) is Q;17e for both
the rutile and the anatase nanospheres. By modeling
double-charge-layer structure of a nanosphere as two par
planes with surface charge densities617e/@4p(28 Å)2# and
distance 4 Å, we may estimate lowering of the potential
the interiors asDV521 V. This value is greater in magni
tude than the experimental values18,19 DV520.1– 0.2 V for
various kinds of grain boundaries in bulk rutile (T
51650 K).

The interaction potential between two nanospheres is
fected by the double-charge-layer structure in each na
sphere. Let us denote the center-of-mass~COM! position of
each nanosphere (d560 Å) asrCOM. We evaluate the inter-
particle interaction-potentialDEpot of two nanospheres (T
51400 K) as a function of the distance between two COM
R5uDrCOMu. Figure 3 showsDEpot for three combinations
of crystalline orientations. Both thê100& direction of one
nanosphere and̂100& of the other are parallel to the lin
connecting two COMs in the casê100&-^100&; ^100& and
^001& in the casê100&-^001&; and^001& and^001& in the case
^001&-^001&. The solid curves in Fig. 3 represent calculatio
that include dynamic charge transfer; while the dash
curves, the rigid-ion cases.

To obtain values plotted in Fig. 3 we first place tw
thermalized nanospheres at distanceR0[69 Å along thex
axis. We then increase velocities of all the atoms in
smaller-x nanosphere byDvx5100 m/s, and similarly those
in the larger-x nanosphere byDvx52100 m/s. We perform
the microcanonical MD simulation starting from that co
figuration. The value ofDEpot at R(,R0) we report is the
negative of the change with respect to the total kinetic en
gies of the COMs. The same procedure is taken to evalu
DEpot for two anatase nanospheres, and the results are sh
in Fig. 4. ForR,62– 62.5 Å, Ti and O atoms on the con
tacting surfaces of the nanospheres slide to form a bri
between the two nanospheres in both the rutile and the

FIG. 2. ~a! x–y projection of space charges averaged over 18 ps in a s
z5@22 Å,2 Å# of the rutile nanosphere (d560 Å). ~b! Same as~a! but for
the anatase nanospheres.
e or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tase cases. The accuracy ofDEpot in Figs. 3 and 4 is
estimated through comparison to the results withDvx

56150 m/s: the possible uncertainty ofDEpot in Figs. 3 and
4 is 2–3 eV. We note that the dynamic charge transfer lo
ers the total potential energy of the two-nanosphere syste
R569 Å by ;8.03102 eV for both the rutile and the anatas
cases. For allR values, the total potential energy in th
variable-charge case is substantially lower than that in
corresponding rigid-ion case. As seen in Figs. 3 and 4,
crease inDEpot becomes significant atR,67 Å for both the
rutile and the anatase nanospheres.

In the variable-charge calculations~solid curves in Figs.
3 and 4!, one may expect formation of macroscopic elect
dipoles in the nanosphere, relating to large static dielec
constants10 e;114 for bulk rutile and;46 for bulk anatase

FIG. 3. Values ofDEpot as a function ofR for two rutile nanospheres (d
560 Å) with various combinations of crystalline orientations. Solid curv
correspond to the cases with variable-charge transfer included; da
curves, to the cases in which atomic charges are fixed to their b
crystalline values at the ground state.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for the two anatase nanospheres.
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Remembering that the short-range, non-Coulombic part
the present interaction potential10 have a cutoff distance at 9
Å, we investigate such a possibility by performing simul
tion runs of two nanospheres with their interparticle distan
R fixed to ;69 Å. We, in fact, find in the runs that th
macroscopic dipole–dipole interaction energies are wit
60.1 eV, which are much smaller than values ofDEpot con-
sidered in Figs. 3 and 4.

We observe in Figs. 3 and 4 that the dynamic cha
transfer adds repulsive interparticle force atR562– 65 Å for
both the anatase and the rutile nanospheres. Since the su
region (r .28 Å) in each nanosphere has a net posit
charge~Figs. 1 and 2!, Coulomb repulsion between the tw
nanospheres results at close proximity. Comparing value
DEpot at R562.5 Å between the variable-charge and t
rigid-ion cases, we find that the formation of the doub
charge layer increases the contact potential by 10–30 eV
both the rutile and the anatase nanospheres.

IV. CHARGE TRANSFER AND SINTERING
OF NANOPARTICLES

We perform variable-charge MD simulations to inves
gate the evolution of two nanospheres when they appro
each other closer thanR;61 Å. Initial configurations for
those simulation are prepared in four steps:~i! We take an
atomic configuration withR;60 Å in the MD run for evalu-
ation of DEpot in Figs. 3 and 4.~ii ! The COM velocity of
each nanosphere is set to zero by shifting velocities of all
atoms by the same amount.~iii ! MD simulation is performed

FIG. 5. Atomic configurations of two anatase nanospheres (d560 Å) in the
MD simulations at 1400 K with thê100&-^100& orientation. Only O atoms
are shown by spheres.

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for two rutile nanospheres.
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for 0.5 ps atT51400 K. The interparticle separation b
comesR;61 Å. ~iv! The COM velocity of each nanosphe
is reset to zero. We consider the same combinations of c
talline orientations as in the evaluation ofDEpot ~Figs. 3 and
4!: the ^100&-^100&, the ^100&-^001&, and thê 001&-^001&, for
both the rutile and the anatase nanospheres.

In the case of anatase nanospheres we find the ons
sintering after; 5 ps irrespective of the lattice orientation
This is accompanied by surface atomic diffusion to form
neck between the two nanospheres, as depicted in Fig.
the case of rutile nanospheres, on the other hand,R increases
monotonically until they separate completely, as dem
strated in Fig. 6. The observed difference in sintering beh
iors between the anatase and the rutile cases should orig
from the difference in the diffusion constants of the surfa
atoms. Such high rates in sintering of the anatase na
spheres near the melting temperature are in accordance
the experimental results.8,9

In Secs. II and III, it has been found that dynamic cha
transfer enhances atomic diffusion in surface regions of
nanoparticles atT51400 K, whereas it creates additional r
pulsive interparticle force through formation of a doub
charge surface layer in each nanoparticle. The first eff
which promotes sintering of nanoparticles, is more sign
cant for the anatase than the rutile. The second effect, w
may act to hinder sintering, is substantial for both the ana
and the rutile. To understand their combined effects,
separately perform rigid-ion MD simulations of two nan
spheres for both the anatase and rutile phases. Both in
anatase and the rutile cases, the two nanospheres separ
; 5 ps. Figure 7 depicts snapshots at 0.5, 2.5, and 7.5 p
the rigid-ion MD run for the anatase nanospheres with
^100&-^100& orientation. In the run, the two anatase nan
spheres show no tendency to sinter during 10 ps and
substantial deformation is found in the surface regions.
cumulating the results, we conclude that the enhanced
face diffusion due to the charge transfer plays an esse
role in the sintering of nanoparticles at high temperature

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 5 but in the rigid-ion cases.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have investigated the stability of surface structu
and space-charge distribution in free anatase and rutile n
spheres using a variable-charge interaction potential.
have found that the dynamic charge transfer enhances at
diffusion in surface regions of the nanoparticles atT
51400 K and that it creates additional repulsive force b
tween the two nanoparticles through formation of a doub
charge layer in each surface of a nanoparticle. We have
formed variable-charge MD simulations to investigate th
combined effects on sintering of two nanospheres and p
sible dependence of sintering mechanisms on the inte
structures. We have found that sintering of two anatase na
particles is promoted significantly by the enhanced surf
diffusion due to dynamic charge transfer.

The present MD results and analyses provide a basis
the future understanding of phase-transformation-assi
sintering of anatase nanoparticles,8,9 which is a promising
technique to produce high-quality nanophase TiO2. Larger-
scale, variable-charge MD simulations for sintering
nanoparticle-assembled TiO2 are in progress.
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